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Guessing random additive noise decoding (GRAND) has

attracted researchers since its introduction in [1]. For

an additive noise channel with hard decision output, the

algorithm checks all error patterns, and it schedules its

search in descending likelihood order. Ordered reliability

bit GRAND (ORBGRAND) [2] is a variant of GRAND.

When soft channel output is available, it sorts the received

symbols, calculates logistic weights, and schedules the error

patterns in the order of their reliability values. For high-rate

codes, GRAND and its variants can find a valid codeword

quickly [1, 2]; but for low-rate codes, they typically require

an exceedingly large number of queries even for small block

lengths.

In this study, an inherent nature of polar codes identified

in a previous work [3] is leveraged to re-design GRAND

decoders. We prove that the error patterns do not need

to be tested over all the N code symbols. Instead, NR code

symbols are sufficient to generate information sequences,

where R is the code rate. In this way, the search space of

error patterns is reduced from 2N to 2NR. This reduction of

the search space renders GRAND-family decoders of polar

codes the ability to decode low-rate codes as well as high-rate

codes. We emphasize that there is no performance loss as

the reduction of the search space only removes redundant

error patterns, without loss of completeness.

Model and background. Let x, x, X denote a scalar,

a vector, and a matrix, respectively. All vectors are row

vectors, and xi denotes the i-th element of x. For a set A,

the subvector uA of a vector u takes elements of u with

indices from A. The information u ∈ FK
2

is encoded into a

codeword x ∈ FN
2

. When a code word x is transmitted over

a noisy channel, the channel output is denoted by y and the

hard-decision vector is denoted by ỹ = sign(y).

For polar codes, a codeword can be expressed by

x = uAGA+uĀGĀ, where GA is the submatrix of the

generating matrix G with rows selected from the set A. The

codeword x can be split into two subvectors xA and xĀ:

(xA,xĀ) = (uAGAA + uĀGĀA, uAGAĀ + uĀGĀĀ).

The matrix GAA with elements {Gi,j} (i, j ∈ A) is a

submatrix selected from G. It has been proven in [3] that

the inverse matrix of GAA is itself and that the submatrix

GĀA = 0, resulting in xA = uAGAA. This means that the

information bits uA can be calculated by

uA = xAG−1

AA
= xAGAA. (1)

Theorem 1 reveals how the relationship (1) can improve

the GRAND-family polar decoding.

Theorem 1. Given a guessed error sequence e =

(e1, e2, . . . , eN ), ei ∈ {0, 1}, to decode û = (ỹ ⊕ e)G, it

is sufficient to restrict the errors in e to occur within the

subvector ỹA.

The proof of Theorem 1 is provided in Appendix A. What

Theorem 1 implies is that instead of querying the errors

through the N received samples, it is sufficient to query

the errors at positions in A, thus reducing the search space

from N positions to K = NR positions. With Theorem 1,

Corollary 1 follows immediately.

Corollary 1. To decode the information bits ûA, the

dimension of the search space is 2NR.

Corollary 1 provides a tool for GRAND-family decoders

since it enables these decoders the capability of handling

low-rate codes. For comparison, the original GRAND-family

decoders were declared to be efficient only for high-rate

codes [1, 2].

Corollary 2. Define set EI containing error patterns with

errors only within information bit positions, and set EF
containing error patterns with errors occurring only within

frozen bit positions. Consider three error patterns: e′ ∈ EI ,

e′′ ∈ EF , and e = e′ + e′′. If e′ produces a correct
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Figure 1 (Color online) Performance of ORBGRAND and its variants for (128, 32) polar codes with 11 CRC bits, where

AD-LGRAND is an adaptive searching algorithm in Appendix C, LWmax and ∆ are maximum allowed logistic weights, and δ

is the step size to increase the logistic weight (for their specific definitions see Appendix C). (a) BLER; (b) the average number of

queries.

information sequence ûA, then e also produces the same

correct information sequence ûA.

The proof of Corollary 2 is provided in Appendix B.What

Corollary 2 shows is that if an error pattern e′ ∈ EI can

produce a valid information sequence and if the querying

process does not stop, then all the error patterns like e =

e′ + e′′ still produce the same valid information sequence.

Therefore, for list versions of GRAND-family (LGRAND) [4]

decoders of polar codes, these redundant queries can be

avoided, and it is sufficient to restrict the queries within

information bit positions only, as Theorem 1 suggests. The

improved list versions of GRAND-family decoders of polar

codes are provided in Appendix C.

Simulation. The simulation parameters are listed

in Appendix D. Decoders with reduced search space

according to Theorem 1 are denoted by the suffix ‘Info’.

Figure 1(a) shows the block error rate (BLER) performance

of ORBGRAND variants. The average numbers of queries

are shown in Figure 1(b). Polar code is a (128, 32) code

with 11 CRC bits. At a target BLER of 10−3, the proposed

ORBGRAND-Info achieves a 1 dB gain compared with the

original ORBGRAND. In the mean time, at Eb/N0 = 11 dB

(corresponding to BLER of 10−3 for ORBGRAND),

the average number of queries of ORBGRAND-Info is

only half of that of ORBGRAND. By searching over

positions within information bits, both LGRAND-Info and

AD-LGRAND-Info provide stable improvements compared

with corresponding decoders searching over the entire

codeword. More simulation results can be found in

Appendix D.
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